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THE AVANT-GARDE 
TIMOTHY 

• 
Foreword 

IRECT EXPERIENCE with an astral deity provides the highest, most 
authoritative, most inalienable form of consent that a human magickian 
or witch can receive. To use a modern legal similitude, the Supreme 

Court has heard the oral argument and approved the motion, regardless of public 
opinion or special interest. When a god, demon, angel, spirit, elemental, or ghost 
from any time period, species, and regional origin elects to appear in beholdable 
form to a black witch, that spirit has thereby overruled any contemporary social 
prejudice and nominal taboo of cultural appropriation that may have arisen in the 
mainstream from historical incidents of aggression between belligerent tribes. 

SPIRIT SOVEREIGNTY & DIRECT MAGICK 

Ahriman’s mandate: become a law unto yourself! 
—E.A. Koetting, “Ahriman’s Mandate,” YouTube 

In other words, the sovereign astral deity themself mandates who can and cannot 
perform their magick; they regulate their own magick, and do not need a third party 
priest or priestess on Facebook to white knight them. In fact, the very term “priest” 
remains antithetical to the core philosophy innate to black magick. Black magickians 
perform direct magick with spirits, a.k.a. direct action. They do not respect hierarchy; 
they do not lick boots, to use an anarchist idiom. Thus, like their allied spirit… • 

D 
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THE BLACK MASS OF BEELZEBUB 
Chapter 4 

• 

EFORE PERFORMING THE BLACK MASS, you must sever ties with all 
gods, all people, everything that binds you. Everything that binds you. Beel-
zebub transmitted two orations or mantras before he would give me instruc-

tions for the Black Mass. The first of these appears to be a nonsensical arrangement 
of sounds, but by repetition proves Itself potent.  

Torakakahlasdorasazohtohrati. 

Nonsense or not, the power is proven. When I speak the words, the wind, the el-
ements of this earth, vindicate my power. Chant that chant. Let it carry you away 
into the darkness and into the light.  

Beelzebub is the solar force. He is the blackened sun. Not the black sun. Not the 
dark sun. Not the dark star. The blackened sun. The sun becomes sackcloth. 

Beelzebub issues a challenge.  
Beelzebub’s sound is MMM.  
As you give this sound, hear the Lord of Flies appearing everywhere around and 

within you.  
Beelzebub challenges you to give this sound, calling the Lord of Flies, for one 

hour.  
For one entire hour.  
For you and for me and for most it will be the longest hour of your life.  
It doesn’t matter what comes through you.  
It doesn’t matter if you begin to scream or sob or wail, as long as you continue.  
It doesn’t matter if your wife is pounding on the door, if your children need you, 

do not stop intoning MMM.  

B 
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It doesn't matter if your home is burning to the ground, you do not stop for one 
hour.  

If you cannot take control of one hour of your life, how are you going to control 
all of existence? You are the master of time and space.  

You are God here.  
I became something else after his Beelzebub’s Black Mass.  
I became someone else.  
Everything has changed now.  
I have no nation.  
I have no religion.  
I have no family.  
I have no name.  
I have no priesthood.  
I am nothing, and now I can become Everything. 
I have meticulously crafted the following rituals around my ascent. The oaths 

that I've made to the gods that I've made them to, this is my Ascent.  
You, you need to find out for yourself what you’re attached to, what binds and 

bonds still hold you back from your earliest days. 
Whatever it is that you were taught within the first eight years of your life, you're 

stuck with.  
You’re stuck.  
We don’t want to admit we’re stuck.  
We’ve been very good at hiding.  
We’ve been very good at hiding, but good god are we all lost, and denying it 

doesn't do any good, does it? Let's embrace it. We are lost. We are lost. We are for-
saken. We are the Seed of Darkness that's come to corrupt this world.  

I am the ancient enemy. 
What are we supposed to do? I ask these Gatekeepers over and over and over, 

what am I supposed to do?  
Suffer.  
Suffer.  
You my son are supposed to suffer.  
You my daughter, you are supposed to suffer.  
Because only pain can serve as the catalyst for change. 
This is difficult. This is very difficult.  
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It is difficult to find words for that which is nameless. It is difficult to describe 
that which you cannot even see.  

In the words of Rob Zombie's Otis Firefly, “How do I, being born of such con-
ventional stock arrive as a leader of the rebellion? An escapist from a conformist 
world, destined to find happiness only in that which cannot be explained?”  

Yet, here I am trying to explain it.  
Trying to explain it. 
I am not here giving you truths, because truth is a myth, it's a lie. I’m here laying 

challenges before you. I am here to ask you to join me in the creation of an entirely 
new reality, because this one sucks.  

Not just for me.  
Not just in this moment.  
We are trying to work within a broken system.  
It's time to rewrite the system. 
When I was first inducted into Mormonism, was in my naming, my naming. I 

was born Eric Lynn Koetting. I was then given to child molesters who named me 
Noah Frederick LaFever. Noah Frederick LaFever is the name of my abused self, of 
the inner child that was raped and beaten and left to die, and Noah is still within me.  

Noah is the one that says, “You can't. I can't. I’m not good enough. I'm unwor-
thy. I’m unlovable. I'm scared. I hate myself. I just wish I wasn't here. I can’t be. I 
can't do. I can’t, I can’t, I can’t.” 

That is Noah's mantra.  
Noah’s mantra is, “I can't.” 
Now that I know his name, I can command him.  
“Noah, I appreciate all that you've done for me. You've kept me alive. You've 

kept me from going insane, kind of. Noah, you have done your best for me, but now 
it's your time to sit down, because I've got this now.” 

When I became E.A. Koetting, it wasn’t a mere matter of using a pen name to 
author my books. It was a matter of reclaiming my own self, Eric Koetting. But I was 
taken into the Mormon Church and I was given the name Matthew Joseph Law-
rence. Matthew, the kindest of the apostles, a tax collector—a tax collector!  

Yet, Matthew left his life. He left his career. He left his livelihood because the 
one, the one who is always followed around by the devil, the one whose familiar 
spirit is indeed the devil, came to him and said, "Come follow me. Come follow me. 
Come follow me."  

And Matthew followed, and Matthew became someone else.  
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I was told never to use the name Koetting again. Eric Koetting had died or dis-
appeared like so many children disappear, like so many people disappear, vanishing 
without a trace.  

I vanished without a trace.  
I have died and been resurrected.  
I have died and been reincarnated time after time after time.  
Yet here I am.  
Here, now, you witness me. 
Who was this Matthew?  
He was the creation of a family. 
Beelzebub is the opposition. He stands in opposition to anything and everything.  
Our entire society, our entire defunct society is built upon the family unit. 

Mother, father, sister, brother. At this point in our society, doesn't that sound like 
the title of a porn film? This is what family means to us now.  

All psychosis begins within the family.  
"Oh, but I love my family." Yeah, I know. Good for you. There are very good ex-

amples of family, I'm sure, but I challenge the world to show them to me, because 
what I see is tyranny.  

The family is the first stage of tyranny. That is the first stage of slavery, that each 
and every one of us has to encounter, and which plagues our every decision if we do 
not invert the power structure. 

“What would my mom think? Oh, my parents can never find out. My brothers 
and sisters, they wouldn’t know, they wouldn't believe, they wouldn’t accept.” 

You see the first level is the level of rejecting your name. The Mormon Church 
in which I was raised after years of abuse, after years of previous abuse, only to ex-
perience more abuse and a continued life of abuse, until finally I took up the magick 
sword and I started lopping the fucking heads off of anyone that would touch me, 
they were ready with a new name for me, a new body that belonged to them, a new 
mind to channel their will to the world, a new soul to power their engine of infinite 
reproduction. 

In the Mormon church there is a ritual that is performed upon a child, an infant, 
or in my case a four year old, in which the child is named, and that name is recorded 
in the records of the church here, as well as in the Book of Life. This is where my 
ritual of Black Mass begins, inverting the “blessing” of my name and my induction 
into family, church, nation, and species. From there, I unravel each covenant that I 
took that binds me. 
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You must take the ritual outline that I present next and conform it to your own 
bonds, bindings. You are in slavery. Go back and study your own upbringing. What 
were you taught? Who taught it to you? What were the rules? What were the expec-
tations? What were the rituals? What did they expect you to be? What do they still 
expect you to be? How is that not who you are?  

You see, the way you, the real you, is hiding underneath layers of who others ex-
pect you to be, Beelzebub shines light into all gods’ areas and he shows you where 
you've been lying to yourself. It is then on you to go through all your ordinations, 
your confirmations, your baptisms, and reverse them all. Bring them all to nothing-
ness and proclaim yourself as a law unto yourself. This is the full communion with 
the Prince of Darkness, with the ancient evil.  

It's time for us to rise as one and take our freedom, and we may have to step 
across the corpses of the fallen to rise to the top. We absolutely need to step on the 
corpses of our old selves to give birth to the new.  

PARTS LIST 

 Cauldron 
 Long white tablecloth 
 Selfie stick/tripod 
 Charcoal 
 Sacrament dishes 
 Side table stand - for throne 
 Music sheet stand 

THE UNNAMING RITE 

Intent: Blot out your Christian name, or the name society and your family know you 
by, and consecrate yourself by your new name. 

 Left palm on forehead 
 Kneeling 
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OPENING HYMN 
I Am a Child of God 

Father in Heaven, I, Eric Lynn Koetting, Noah Frederick Lefever, Matthew 
Lawrence, revoke the blessing and naming performed by the power of the 
Power of the Melchizedek Priesthood and in the name of Jesus Christ the 
Savior, which I hold, such priesthood conferred upon me by Peter, James, 
and John, and which has been recorded in the Book of Life. Father in Heav-
en, in thy name, and in the name of Jesus Christ, and by the witness of the 
Holy Spirit, I renounce my names, Eric Lynn Koetting, Noah Frederick 
Lefever, Matthew Joseph Lawrence. May the names Eric Lynn Koetting, 
Noah Frederick Lefever, and Matthew Joseph Lawrence be blotted out of the 
Book of Life, may the names Eric Lynn Koetting, Noah Frederick Lefever, 
Matthew Joseph Lawrence be brought to nothingness, extinguished from all 
existence. Eric Lynn Koetting, Noah Frederick Lefever, Matthew Joseph 
Lawrence is no more, and the bounds of those names to family, religion, and 
society are broken. I renounce the names Eric Lynn Koetting, Noah Freder-
ick Lefever, Matthew Joseph Lawrence, and I renounce all blessings and all 
covenants made in those names. 

Father in Heaven, I renounce you and I sacrifice the child within that was 
perverted by your falsehood. Jesus Christ, I have seen your face, I have 
touched your flesh, and I now renounce you and all that is taught in your 
name, and all that I have done in your name. Holy Spirit who has born wit-
ness of the Lie, I renounce you and I cast out from my heart all remnants of 
love of God and of my fellow man. I am nameless, Pariah to my people, cast 
out from the flock and set apart as a Soul of Darkness. I submit myself to 
Outer Darkness and to Eternal Damnation, for I know and I declare that you 
are false, that your word is false, that your flesh is false, that your spirit is 
false, that your works are false, and that there is no despair more intolerable 
than faith in a Lie. I renounce all faith, and I reject you and all of your crea-
tion as The Lie that no longer has root or bears fruit within my being. 

I am free from faith. I am free from hope. I am free from charity. I am free 
from the shackles of the expectations of others. I am free from the chains of 
obligation to any other than myself. I am free from the binds of my own limi-
tations. For my own self, I now rise. By my own self, I now rise. By my own 
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will, I now rise. Through my own works, I now rise.  Through my own words, 
I now rise. In my own spirit, I now rise! 

BAPTISM 

1. Conversion of the Heart: declaration of your certain knowledge of the untruth of 
the gospel and the experienced reality of the power of the Prince of Darkness. 

2. Repentance: Confession of sins against the self and others in the name of right-
eousness or through inauthenticity. Seriously, confess! Declaration of your will 
to never again be led, but to thine own self be true. 

3. Baptism: Baptism in black water or bloody water. 

This Inverse Baptism is an immersion into the Waters of Sin, taking full ac-
countability for all of my actions, words, thoughts, emotions, impulses, compul-
sions, and reactions, affirming my own imperfection as the most perfect state, for 
only therein is progress possible. 

Opening Invocation 

Torakakahlasdorasazohtohrati 

Enter into the Waters of Sin, raise the Left Hand to the Square, and declare: 
“I Eric Lynn Koetting, Noah Frederick Lefever, reject all gods, I denounce 
all saviors, I renounce salvation Eternally. All that I do, say, think, feel, de-
sire, experience, and perceive is mine! Only by sin, only by error, do I find 
my pathway to exaltation. I immerse myself in sin, I soak myself in wrong-
doing, and I abandon myself to each moment as it presents itself, to indulge 
in, to become attached to, to exhaust, and to leave behind each moment as I 
choose, unrepentant, Eternal. 

Then shall he immerse him or herself in the water, and come forth again out of 
the water. The Newly Unconverted bear testimony of the insights gained by reject-
ing repentance and salvation. 

Closing Benediction 

MMMMMM 
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CONFIRMATION 

Opening Invocation 

Torakakahlasdorasazohtohrati  

I, Eric Lynn Koetting, Noah Frederick Lefever, Matthew Joseph Lawrence 
renounce my allegiance to the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 
and to all faiths equally, and I denounce God the Father, his son Jesus Christ, 
and the Holy Ghost, and I denounce all gods, all men, and all spirits who 
would demand my worship. I cast the Lie out of my body, out of my mind, 
out of my heart, and out of my spirit. 

Spirit of Evil, I invoke you, not to obey nor to be obeyed, but to dwell within, 
to inspire my mind in that which I do not know; instill in my heart the burn-
ing lust for that which I have yet to experience; distill to my spirit the certain-
ty of that which is not yet seen but is Known; and fortify my body as the 
birthplace of all of my creation. 

Give words of blessing as the Spirit directs. 

Closing Benediction 

MMMMMM 

SACRAMENT 

Opening Invocation 

Torakakahlasdorasazohtohrati 

Prepare & bless sacrament as usual. 

O God, the Eternal Father, we ask thee in the name of thy Son, Jesus Christ, 
to bless and sanctify this bread to the souls of all those who partake of it; that 
they may eat in remembrance of the body of thy Son, and witness unto thee, 
O God, the Eternal Father, that they are willing to take upon them the name 
of thy Son, and always remember him, and keep his commandments which 
he has given them, that they may always have his Spirit to be with them. 
Amen. 
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O God, the Eternal Father, we ask thee, in the name of thy Son, Jesus Christ, 
to bless and sanctify this water to the souls of all those who drink of it, that 
they may do it in remembrance of the blood of thy Son, which was shed for 
them; that they may witness unto thee, O God, the Eternal Father, that they 
do always remember him, that they may have his Spirit to be with them. 
Amen. 

Prepare & consecrate the Infernal Cauldron, an enormous black metal bowl filled 
with coals, set next to the Infernal Throne. Sprinkle Bat’s Blood oil, blood, and pine 
resin onto coals. 

With left hand palm down above the cauldron, pronounce:  

I invoke the Powers of Darkness into this Infernal Cauldron!” Allow the 
Powers of Darkness to flow through your body and into the cauldron. Stir the 
air above the cauldron with your left hand circling widdershins, and continue 
to orally and magickally call the Dark Spirit into the cauldron. Envision the 
Throne of Evil upon which the Lord of Darkness is seated, and open a gate-
way connecting that Throne with the Cauldron. Physically open with your 
hands the senses of the Cauldron, as if it is a head tipped back with gaping 
jaws, and state: “I open your eyes, Infernal Cauldron, so that I may see be-
yond sight. I open your ears, Infernal Cauldron, so that I may hear the un-
speakable. I open your mouth, Infernal Cauldron, so that I may devour all 
Light to be added to my Body of Darkness. Infernal Cauldron, rise and come 
to life, in service to the Prince of Darkness. 

Channel any response the Cauldron may have. 
Pine resin is added to feed the Cauldron, and then the consecrated bread and wa-

ter are fed to the cauldron.  

Jesus the Christ, Savior, Lord and Lamb of God, I reject your body, I reject 
your blood. I reject the Word of God. I reject the Spirit of God. I reject the 
Works of God. Father in Heaven, I stand upon the heights of your creation 
and I behold its beauty and its wonder, and I am left wanting. There is more 
that lies beyond the threshold of your creation which I have yet to witness on-
ly because I have not yet created it. I reject the body and the blood of Christ, 
for I do not seek to return again into the Heart of the Eternal except as a Son 
of Perdition, a Black Hole devouring all Light, added to my Body of Dark-
ness, solidifying me in my place, to build the Infernal Empire’s Eternal Out-
post here, in this world, now! 
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Feed the remainder of bread and water to the Infernal Cauldron. 

Closing Benediction 

MMMMMM 

RENOUNCING THE PRIESTHOOD 

Opening Invocation 

Torakakahlasdorasazohtohrati 

I, Eric Lynn Koetting, Noah Frederick Lefever, Matthew Joseph Lawrence 
renounce the Priesthood of Aaron which was conferred upon me, and I re-
nounce my office as a Priest. I renounce my ministering to the needs of oth-
ers in sacrifice to my own needs. I renounce ministering unto any who have 
not requested my intervention, unless by so doing I am served, thus minister-
ing unto mine own self. I renounce my work as a missionary of any word oth-
er than my own, and I do not seek to convince another of anything that they 
themselves cannot behold. Your angels, and all of your creations kneel before 
me, for I stand as a singularity of existence as a Creator God, yet I stand apart 
from your creation. 

I, Eric Lynn Koetting, Noah Frederick Lefever, Matthew Joseph Lawrence 
renounce the Priesthood of Melkizedek, which is the Sacred Priesthood of 
The Son of God, which was conferred upon me by Peter, James, and John. I 
renounce my Office as an Elder in Zion. I renounce the Keys of the Priest-
hood. I renounce my calling as Prophet of God! I renounce my calling as Di-
vine Revelator! I renounce my calling as a Special Witness of Christ as his 
Apostle. I revoke my voice from your service, for I will not serve as a mouth-
piece, but for my own words; I revoke my bones, my flesh, my skin, my hair, 
my limbs and all that is this physical form, for I will not serve as sword or 
hammer, but for my own cause. 

With the Left Hand of Darkness passing over the body, affirm:  

I claim this body as my own, to do with as I will. I claim this mind as my own, 
to do with as I will. I claim this heart as my own, to do with as I will. I claim 
my works as my own, to do with as I will.  I claim my words as my own, to do 
with as I will. I claim this life as my own, to do with as I will. I claim this 
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world as my own, to do with as I will. I claim this moment as my own, to do 
with as I will.  

Arms outstretched:  

There is no law that binds me. There is no force that can deter me. Anchored 
in the Eternal Now, all creation flows forth from me, yet I stand apart from 
your creation. I do not exist to serve creation; Creation serves me, because I 
exist. My authority is not given but is taken, as my will is done. 

Closing Benediction 

MMMMMM 

RENOUNCING THE GREAT WHITE BROTHERHOOD  

Opening Invocation  

Torakakahlasdorasazohtohrati 

Seated at the end of a long white table, Soul Travel to the Meeting Hall of the As-
cended Masters, and call them all to attendance. I affirm that a seat has been pre-
pared for me at this table. 

Speak the words that flow forth from my unfettered will in renunciation of the 
hierarchy of initiation, of the need to worship and to be worshipped, and the need to 
affirm my reality by convincing another of something that they themselves cannot 
behold. 

Affirm: 

I bring others through the layers of perception of reality to behold Source and 
to dissolve themselves into the Ocean of Love and Mercy as a means of re-
vealing themselves to themselves, so that they may see the sulfur core of all 
that remains of them, and so that they may know that through their own self-
singularities all realities may be manifest, so that as Source-Singularities they 
may stand with me, standing apart from creation. 

Closing Benediction 

MMMMMM 
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RENOUNCING THE THRONE OF THE GRAND EMISSARY 

Kneel within the Seal of the Sworn Knights. Black robe with chest open, revealing 
the Seal of the Sworn Knights on chest. 

Opening Invocation 

Torakakahlasdorasazohtohrati 
Open the Seal below, above, at every side, and within the chest, calling all Sworn 
Knights to attention with the Flame Chant repeated nine times: 

Itz rachu mantantu vespacha kaltamu.  
Itz ranta mant kala mant atzu belt tazu.  
Vaskalla itz rachu kantantu velchatza. 

Declare: 

The Rod of Power was Passed to me, and I have Passed it to another, Vor-
sulon. I release all binds on initiation and all restrictions on the transmission 
and the receipt of the knowledge and power of Godhood. Such was never 
mine to give, and was always yours to take. I am the Keeper of my Gate 
alone, and my Gate is open. All that I am is manifest in all that I do. The time 
for training has passed, and the time has now come to create a new reality, 
each of us for ourselves, converging at the crossroads of our connections, 
each of us Creator Gods standing apart from creation. 

Closing Benediction 

MMMMMM 

FINAL PROCLAMATION 

Lord of Darkness 
Adversary 

Ancient Evil 
Who is around and within me 

Whose strength is magnified through me 
Whose wisdom is my constant companion 

And whose spirit can never be made to rest 
But seeks ever to establish the Infernal Empire  

Beyond the bounds of Source Limitation 
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I come before you without authority 
Without title 

Without priesthood 
Without family 
Without religion 
Without a people 
Without a name.  

I come before you filthy and stained in my own sins.  
I come before you nameless, alone, and lost in the wastes of the void,  

So that I may become all that I need to become.  

I step upon this path as a fool 
Alone, confused, and afraid 
Without faith, without hope,  

But with a certainty that I will prevail; 
Not compelled by the expectations of others, 

But by the knowledge of who I am, alone,  
And who I will become, alone,  

And all the world will witness my Ascent 
Beyond all that they believe possible. • 
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LORD OF PESTILENCE 
Chapter 1 

• 

HIS GRIMOIRE is dedicated to the archetype known as “the Lord of Pes-
tilence.” In mythologies all over the world we find many “lords of pesti-
lence”—spirits associated with plagues, diseases and infections—often 

contagious, and in most cases deadly. In the demonology of the West, this role is 
usually ascribed to Beelzebub, who also bears the infamous title “Lord of the Flies.” 
In this depiction he is mentioned both in the Bible and in a number of grimoires. For 
instance, in Grimorium Verum he is one of the three rulers of the world, described 
alongside Lucifer and Astaroth. According to this grimoire, he presides over Africa, 
while Lucifer rules Europe and Asia, and Astaroth governs America. Other gri-
moires and old books of magic describe him as a demon of gluttony, spirit of impuri-
ty, prince of false gods, and bringer of destruction. In The Testament of Solomon, he is 
a powerful prince of demons who presides over destruction through tyrants, causes 
demons to be worshipped among people, excites priests to lust, and incites jeal-
ousies, murders and wars. Finally, in the Qliphothic Qabalah, he is the ruling de-
mon-lord of Ghagiel and reveals himself as the Lord of Pestilence. 

Within his Qliphothic realm, Beelzebub manifests as a huge insect with a human 
skull instead of the head, or comes as a swarm of insects, primal and alien, having no 
resemblance to anything that lives on the earth. These insects are associated with 
the death-bringing swarms of locusts which were believed to carry plagues and dis-
eases fatal both to people and animals. His domain is the realm of the venomous and 
sickness-carrying insects, locusts, maggots, and swarms of vermin. He rules over 
diseases caused by bacteria and viruses that mutate and evolve as if they had their 
own consciousness. In this sense, he resembles Pazuzu, the plague-bringing god of 
Mesopotamian myths and legends… •  

T 
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SYNOPSIS 

This is a summary of the origins, names, powers and ceremonies of Beelzebub from 
my initiatory workings as a Luciferian and Magus. I strongly suggest that you as a 
neophyte strive to understand how epithets are unique indications of which Deific 
Mask of Beelzebub you seek to invoke. Some of the illustrations and references have 
been derived or enhanced from my grimoire Dragon of the Two Flames. •  
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NAMES & POWERS  
OF BEELZEBUB 

Chapter 1 

• 

EELZEBUB HAS LONG PROVED a veiled Daimonic Spirit who mani-
fests in many Deific Masks and roles as both a Pre-Judean Canaanite Deity 
(Lord of the Lofty Heights) and a biblical name for Satan as the Prince of 

Demons, the Lord of Flies. I have dedicated much of my life to initiation and restor-
ing to modern perspective, the old pantheons and demons as meaningful to Lu-
ciferian Magick and the Left-Hand Path. Beelzebub is one mighty and terrible power 
which tempts, tests and guides the Black Magician towards forbidden knowledge 
and power. Let yourself be trapped in egotism lacking balance, growing weak in will 
and the degradation of personal integrity, Beelzebub has no mercy for those unwor-
thy of his gift.  

With the publication of Dragon of the Two Flames, I presented a balanced study 
and instruction tome revealing the many epithets and shapes in which Beelzebub in 
history, myth, religion and magic so took shape.  

One of the most recognized passages of the Old Testament, offers a glimpse into 
the mysteries of the deity known as Beelzebub. Renown in the Levant, his oracle is 
sought even from the polytheistic king of Israel, Ahaziah, as recorded in the Book of 
Kings. 

Now Ahaziah fell through the lattice of his upper room in Samaria, and was 
injured; so, he sent messengers and said to them, “Go, inquire of Baal-
Zebub, the god of Ekron, whether I shall recover from this injury. • 

—Kings 2:1 • 

B 
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NAR RAG BEELZEBUTH 
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“I praise you, Father, Lord of the Flies and black earth,  
You who revealed the ineffable secrets under the tower of fire,  
With my bleeding eyes revealing here the book of Beelzebub.” 
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NAR RAG BEELZEBUTH 
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Sigil of Beel-I-Zebuth 



42   EDGAR KERVAL 

T’S HARD NOT TO GET LOST in the tortuous path in search for the prin-
ciples of Goetic magick without the wise guidance and orientation of a power-
ful being, which penetrates our senses. Through an ineffable transmutation 

processes from the core of the void itself, revealing its wisdom in the sinister zenith 
of our unconscious limits. A blackened gold spirit in the crucible of their unholy ex-
istence. Fortunately, we had the special grace, to receive the living teaching of our 
ineffable Master Beelzebuth and his legions of spirits from years ago. The gates of 
their putrid temples open to us and show us the true inhabitants of the infernal 
realms. These are anthropomorphic demonic shadow figures in the strictest sense of 
the word. 

Beelzebuth is one of the 7th Princes of Hell, The Great Liberator of man in his 
quest of power and wisdom. Its path is the one of Via Nocturna, the one of the inner 
Satan veiled with the body of the black diamond of lunar man that transcends its 
primal state to become an integral part of the great void emanated by him. This is 
the true path into the highest grades of Goetic connection, where the men learn to 
focus and direct all inner power to its own benefit. This current of Belzebuth called 
Via Nocturna gives the adept the mysteries of power, the elixir of spiritual immor-
tality, technics of astral projection, the secrets of the future and how to connect with 
diverse races and its temples. 

The magickal exploration with Beelzebuth gives us greater control and disci-
pline, and a deeper nexus and more precise knowledge of the astral kingdoms and 
dark labyrinths from where his power springs—also, a deeper wisdom of the tech-
niques to break the veils of illusion in this physical plane. Beelzebuth must be seen 
as an ancient primal mask that must be evoked in its totality in order to know the 
deepest mysteries of the astral planes and its function inside the initiatic path of Via 
Nocturna. This book is the result of diverse explorations beyond the mortal flesh. 
The purpose of this is to circulate the energy as a process of inner transformation 
where the current of Beelzebuth is dynamic and changes all the time. 

The ineffable prince of the void, as a pestilent chaotic force able to destroy all, 
which creates from its ashes diverse forms and kingdoms that function as vessels for 
infernal incubations and the procreation of astral larvae which guides the adept in 
the process to get knowledge and to navigate diverse planes of ether. He is one of 
the judges of the infernal tribunal that has as purpose to guide men to self- libera-
tion, moving from its temple under the seal of the Order Nocturna de Beelzebuth. In 
this book, we offer a practical way to give the adept teachings and experiences 
through the art of Via Nocturna and the art of manifestations of Goetic spirits…•  

I 
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“There is nothing new under the Sun.” 
—Ecclesiastes 1:9, 935 BCE 
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THE BEELZEBUB-LUCIFER  
CONNECTION 

Chapter 1 

• 

T NEVER CEASES TO AMAZE ME that so many demonized beings come 
from an ancient Pantheon that doesn’t get the coverage it should, which is the 
pantheon of the Canaanites. These people commonly came into conflict with 

the Hebrews as is discussed in the Judeo-Christian Bible, yet most people interpret 
these demonic beings against the backdrop of what Christianity says, missing the 
bulk of the point and actual facts and evidence in the process. While this is one ex-
ample of seeing what one wants to see, it is also a topic for another time and place. 
This is important to this work though, because both modern Lucifer and modern 
Beelzebub come from the Canaanite pantheon, but very little has been written about 
this particular topic. Usually it gets overshadowed by the Mesopotamian pantheon, 
but it is actually critical to understand the prevalence of this particular pantheon, 
because more Left Hand Path deities come from here than you might realize, so it is 
worth the investigation of the modern practitioner to research it to truly understand 
the beings we encounter on a regular basis.  

Ultimately, factually, both Beelzebub and Lucifer come from the Canaanite faith 
and region, and from the same time period as the events recorded in the Bible (how-
ever slanted the stories may be). It is known that in ancient times the Hebrews and 
Canaanites were bitter enemies, with the Canaanites being demonized in that par-
ticular holy book. This is why these two beings are intrinsically tied to the Abraham-
ic belief system, whether people want to accept that or not. While they’re not Abra-
hamic in origin, the bulk of what we know comes through and is colored by the chil-
dren of Abraham. However, they are also older than that particular text, and are in 
that way very Pagan at their heart. It is a true task to study…•   

I 
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50   ORLEE STEWART 

HERE IS NO NEED TO WORRY; death will come for us all. The great 
reclaimer, mother darkness who waits until each existence has ripened to 
pluck us from life’s womb. She who causes the luxury of decay and free-

dom from this cycle, nurturing us as we grow and slowly rot. Oh, holy mother death, 
how long I have waited to feel the frost of your breath upon my soul. I have craved 
and prayed to be united with thee, yet you are to remain ever so far from my grasp, 
provoking me to continue onwards into the embrace of your oblivion. I will court 
you until we become one and I will follow you into the ultimate darkness of the lost. 
You, my mother death, are the only thing in this world that is truly pure and finite, 
always watching from spaces beyond until I will be yours. One day you will find me 
and I will walk in the valley of your shadow once more to find what awaits me there. 
With all that is created, destruction is your rejoicing and with all that is extin-
guished, there is that which remains. 

This grimoire is a recounting of my descent into darkness incarnate, an eternal 
romance with death and how Beelzebub has served as a psychopomp between the 
worlds. I sincerely hope that you will find light within these pages as I write them 
between the layers of pain which torment me in order to remember. Your enlight-
enment is my joy and that ties me to this place as I am your servant in ways further 
than you can understand. Death has come to my door many times. We have laughed 
together, drank together and danced with one another in the humid, stark light of 
the pale moon. She has a seat at my table, as she often comes to visit, brushing past 
my shoulder and inviting loved ones onto her grand voyage. It is true what they say 
about coming close to her: it changes how we see and who we are. I have had near 
death experiences that need not be described in terms of poetic beauty. From this I 
know of the other worlds and that there is far more to this existence than what socie-
ty has enslaved us to believe, as we are not here to wander these lands in a crude 
existence of flesh but we are eternal. This life is more akin to a layer of Hell in Dan-
te’s Inferno than anywhere you have been tricked to fear. The greatest danger in 
this realization is the freedom such thoughts inspire. This book is how I came to 
terms with being the living dead. Before proceeding any further, I would like to ex-
tend a serious warning to anyone who follows my path and practices these arts. Alt-
hough I do enjoy glamorizing my suffering for my own amusement, I would not rec-
ommend it to anyone as the embrace of true darkness is as haunting as it is re-
splendent... • 

T 
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GRIMOIRE OF DARK DEFILEMENT 
Chapter 1 

• 

FTER MY LONG PATHWORKING with Lucifuge Rofocale, I returned 
to the original altar of this work. Upon this altar was the Seed of Darkness, 
the Godstar, I gazed upon the symbol. I spoke my decree to the Nine De-

monic Gatekeepers. “I have opened the gate of Lucifuge Rofocale, so it is done. I 
now turn my serpent sight to the gate of Beelzebub.” I could feel a change in the 
atmosphere around me, no longer a stellar infernal energy from the scribe who 
dwelled with me. It was a desolate, a loneliness, pain and sickness. I meditated there 
and saw no signs, no voice, nothing at all. So, I thanked Lucifuge and turned away 
and I needed rest. I woke up the next morning, feeling very sick, so exhausted, body 
was in agony. 

I was getting sick, I merely shrugged it off and went about my mundane day. Lat-
er on, as I returned, I was a little annoyed that Beelzebub did not contact me. So, I 
set out my circle and harnessed my desire to commune with this ancient being. In 
the darkness of the night, in the cold atmosphere, I burned frankincense and gazed 
into the shadows moving beyond the circle. 

I chanted: 

Beelzebub hear my call, 
Look upon me now. 

Prince of devils, 
Lord of flies 

I call you forth,  
Come and rise. 

Beelzebub sixth Gatekeeper 
Of outer darkness… • 

A 
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BEELZEBUB 
Chapter 1 

• 

HAD WORKED WITH THAT BEING for many years. Even at the start of 
my magickal practice, the more times I evoked and called him the more our 
connection grew stronger and stronger every time. Beelzebuth is the “no bull-

shit” type of demon. Through my many evocations and partial possessions with him 
I had gotten to know many other demons and astral kingdoms deep within the abyss. 
I had gotten many sigils, symbols for many things like curses and I had spoken de-
mon tongues with him - and I will share them all with you. 

Our deepest connection and working probably started last year in the months of 
last winter, somewhere in January or even February he visited me and my friend 
telling us that we are brothers and that we must work together. My coven mate (who 
is not currently practicing because of problems) felt like he knew him before and I 
had the same feeling that I knew Beelzebuth already. I had done some small work-
ings in the past with him though they had not been as deep like the current ones. 

GENERAL INFORMATION  

 Direction: South and west 
 Colors: Red, Black and Blue 
 Planets Attributed: Primarily Jupiter and secondary Saturn 
 Crystals: Amethyst, Citrine, Onyx, Obsidian 
 Elements: Fire, Air 
 Incense: Dragon’s blood, frankincense, myrrh, rose and resin • 
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“One can’t use the Fallen Angels. They are using us.” 

—Thomas Karlsson Ph.D. 
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BA'AL ZEBHUL 
LORD OF THE HIGH HOUSE 

Chapter 1 

• 

CONCERNING THIS GRIMOIRE 

HE FOLLOWING GRIMOIRE contains rituals, recorded experiences, 
sigils and occult information that the reader may find beneficial. It also con-
tains gnosis received by C.H. Richard with accompanying information in-

cluding scientific research. 
Throughout this grimoire Beelzebub is referred to using different variations of 

his name such as Ba’al Zebûb and Ba’al Zebhul (Ba’al Zebûl). This isn’t for no rea-
son; this is done with the idea in mind that Beelzebub may possibly be invoked by 
the reader simply by the reading of the text. 

This grimoire is provided for comment and criticism and the author encourages 
feedback and engagement from the reader. 

OVERVIEW OF BEELZEBUB 

 Original Name: Ba’al Zebûl (Ba’al Zebhul) 
 Biblical Name: Ba’al Zebûb (Beelzebub) 
 Name Variations:  Ba’al Zeboul, Beelzeboul, Beelzebuth, Beelzebut,  

Ba’al Muian 
 Etymology: Ba’al meaning Lord, Zebûb meaning flies or flying ones and  

Zebûl (Zebhul) meaning “high house”, “temple” or “heavenly dwelling” 
 Rank: Arch Bishop, Prince 
 Incense: Frankincense and myrrh 
 Planetary Association: The Sun •  
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BECOME A LIVING GOD 
Publisher 

• 

HE definitive motto of human transcendence: Become A Living God wel-
comes magickians to maximize their individuality, freedom, and personal 
power in this lifetime. Browse a complete catalog of courses, rituals for 

hire, grimoires, talismans, consultations, and readings at BecomeALivingGod.com. 
The Nine Demonic Gatekeepers saga features humanity’s official contact with 

prehuman diplomats from the Outer Darkness. They have been both deified and 
diabolized by myriad civilizations across continents over millennia; for the first time 
ever, sorcerers aspire to peacefully unmask these prehistoric forces and allow their 
uncensored discourse.  

 BELIAL: Without a Master, Compendium 1 

 LUCIFER-AMAYMON: The Enlightener, Compendium 2 

 AZAZEL: Steal Fire from the Gods, Compendium 3 
 ABADDON: Angel of the Abyss, Compendium 4 

 LUCIFUGE: The Lord of Pacts, Compendium 5 

 BEELZEBUB: Lord of the Flies, Compendium 6 

 BAAL: The Ruler, Compendium 7 

 ASMODEUS: The Lord of Lust & Wrath, Compendium 8 

 SATAN: The Adversary, Compendium 9 • 
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